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DRAFT
UNIDENTIFIED MALE VOICE: ...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE...INAUDIBLE...okay
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay, did he, ...INAUDIBLE...does he know the...
...INAUDIBLE...and...INAUDIBLE...drive, okay
...BACKGROUND RAIDO TRANSMISSION...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay...okay, good
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay, where, where, where's he comin' from,
what's his twenty now?
...BACKGROUND...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Oh, okay, okay, alright
...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES INAUDIBLE...(SOMEONE LAUGHS)
LYNCH: Wayne, ya still there?
WAYNE: I'm here,
LYNCH: Okay, just checkin'...he's there...ya never did get
any, anthing back from ah, from anybody that needs a meh
immediate medical attention.
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: ...INAUDIBLE...eight hunderd
WAYNE: I'm still working on that (NOTE: This voice of Wayne
sounds different than from
Tape #1 A & B)
LYNCH: Okay, well, like I said, let's not let someone, ya know be there that needs it that we could provide somethin' for whatever,

...BACKGROUND...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: We can, ya know, we can get whatever ya need, and ah

...BACKGROUND...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Ya holdin' up okay?

...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: We're checking our communications links right now

LYNCH: Okay, do you still have Jim, with ah, ATF

...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: Apparently not

LYNCH: Okay, well, now remember, I told ya, its gonna be ah, its, its real tenuous there, without that link so try to ah, try to ah, try that number again, it's eight, six, three, oh two one nine, okay?

WAYNE: Okay

LYNCH: Now, they're havin' problems with it, so, try it again, keep tryin' cause we, ya know, we want ah, we want as many possible links in talkin' about this situation as we can, okay?

WAYNE: Is that eight six three,

LYNCH: Oh two one nine, should go to Jim from ATF, okay

WAYNE: Yeah, let me check that link

LYNCH: Okay, go ahead an' check it, I'll standby. Let me know as soon as you get it checked.

WAYNE: Okay
LYNCH: Huh?...yeah, he was ah, ...INAUDIBLE...talk to Gina ...INAUDIBLE...a few minutes earlier, but they’ve lost the link again.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE BACKGROUND: ...INAUDIBLE...I realize that ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Okay, ...BACKGROUND . . .INAUDIBLE...okay,...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: He’s checkin’ and gonna get back to me, so he’s away from the phone right now. ...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: OH, ah, let’s see, I’ve ah, negotiated between my wife and my children, so, eh, eh, I’ve, ah,...INAUDIBLE...a lotta help I have ah, I’ve been to one school, and I’m, I’m supposed to be the negotiator for our ah, our little ‘ole team we’re puttin’ together, so I’m gettin’ a lots a hands on experience today.

...BACKGROUND FEMALE....INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Oh, okay, well, I’ll tellya what, I gotta nice...

INAUDIBLE...gang up here who’s shootin’ up to me with messages writtin’ this stuff down, an’ so, I’m ah, I’m ah, so we’re gettin ...

...INAUDIBLE...we’re okay...INAUDIBLE...hey, lissen ta me, this is, this is my first credible incident in 911, ...INAUDIBLE... so, ah, ah, yeah, that’s another thing, yeah, that’s another thing, yeah, yeah, I’m, I’m tryin’ to build a real good rapport with Wayne, he’s been...INAUDIBLE...

...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...I do not ask any...INAUDIBLE...I've heard as many as four different voices...INAUDIBLE...I mean ah, ...
INAUDIBLE...BACKGROUND VOICES...BACKGROUND NOISE...LYNCH IS INAUDIBLE..
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...we're on the line again.
LYNCH: Okay, hold on one second will ya just hold on, hold on just a second, okay..
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: I'm in ah, I'm in a, I'm in a low gear phone...INAUDIBLE...hold on just a minute, okay, ...
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Gino? yeah,
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: I betcha you gave me the...INAUDIBLE...again...
...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE... Linda, what's your number?
LYNCH: Yeah, I did, I, I've gottem, I've gotta open lines into the complex, I've gotta, I've, I'm, I'm, I'm dealing with
WAYNE: Lynch
LYNCH: ah, Wayne, ...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: Lynch
LYNCH: Okay, okay, that I don't know, I haven't established that, that...
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: LYNCH!
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE
LYNCH: Naw, we've gotta one...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: LYNNNCH!
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...awright, lemme,...INAUDIBLE...hold on, I've got ATF on one phone, and I've got ah,...INAUDIBLE...eighty-one...INAUDIBLE...two, two,
...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: ...INAUDIBLE...third call
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...Ah, ah, I'm gonna pass you over to
...INAUDIBLE...........two, two, ah, ah, ...INAUDIBLE...
two units only, two units only
...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...those pickin' 'em up...and then
....VOICES AND NOISES.....INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Tellem, you, okay, I'm just...that was...INAUDIBLE
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE (JANIE?) Okay, that's all the playback
LYNCH:...INAUDIBLE...No, no, the Lieutenant's only tryin',
tryin' to get some...INAUDIBLE...rules up here, hold on just
a minute...Wayne, are you back?
WAYNE: Lynch, I just heard on the radio they're coming back
LYNCH: Who's coming back? Hold on
WAYNE: ATF
LYNCH: Nnnnno, you heard on what radio?...BACKGROUND NOISES...
You heard on what (emphasized) radio? Talk to me, Wayne
WAYNE: Hold on

LYNCH: Okay,....Charlene, Charlene, Charlene, awright, is ATF makin'a move on 'em?

...INAUDIBLE RESPONSE...

Wayne, Wayne, Wayne, come back, Wayne, talk to me...Wayne, talk to me, Wayne...Wayne...

...BACKGROUND UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Wayne, you still there

LYNCH: I'm gettin' no response, hold on,...Wayne...

...UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...

Wayne...INAUDIBLE BACKGROUND VOICES....Wayne, come back, talk to me, Wayne...INAUDIBLE BACKGROUND VOICES...Wayne...

Wayne, talk to me, Wayne,

...UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND FEMALE: Okay, eight ninety-six,

LYNCH: Nobody is comin'...Wayne, ...INAUDIBLE VOICES AND NOISE...

WAYNE: Wayne here

LYNCH: Aw right, hold on, Wayne, no one's comin'

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: We, ah, what?

WAYNE: The old news station from Dallas are on ten eighty,

LYNCH: No,

WAYNE: They said that the ATF is coming back

LYNCH: Wayne,

WAYNE: for another attack

LYNCH: Wayne, Wayne, SHHH! First of all, don't, hey, don't listen to that stuff, okay, you know, cause their not gonna broadcast anything...SHHH...but nobody's comin' back, we're
we're at a standstill, that's what you and I have worked out, so for we're not going to do anything to jeopardize that, all we're tryin' to do now SHH is ah, is ah, establish another communication link, I wanna help, if you've got some casualties, okay, SHH but, no, on one else is, do you see anybody comin' on your property?

WAYNE: No,

LYNCH: No, okay, no one's comin', Wayne...now, I've been up front with ya since we started this thing at nine o'clock okay,

WAYNE: So,

LYNCH: Awright, you and I,

WAYNE:...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Awright, you've been up front with me, you've helped me, and now no one is coming, an ATF is not coming, and the only choppers in the air, like I said, are gonna be media, we're tryin' to rectify that right now, okay, and, and, ya know, I'm not gonna change the plan now, okay, we've made a lot of progress, and we don't wanna change it now, okay.

...UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE...INAUDIBLE..one, maybe...

LYNCH: Are you there, Wayne

WAYNE: I'm here

LYNCH: Okay, so, now, I don't know what the news station's puttin' out, but, ya know, I'm tellin' ya, this is Lynch telling you that it's that's, that's not true, okay,

WAYNE: Okay
LYNCH: Awright,
WAYNE: Awright
LYNCH: Okay, how are ya holdin' up?
...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
you, okay?
WAYNE: I'm fine (NOTE: This sounds like another Wayne voice)
LYNCH: Okay, okay, ahm, ah, ah, I just wish we could get some medical supplies in there to your people, okay
WAYNE: Okay,
LYNCH: I mean, ya know, an' like I toldja, don't, eh eh, you worried about security, ya know, if there's kids hurt out there, women hurt, or men hurt, let us, uh, uhm, let us, let us send somethin' in, we'll, we'll abide by your rules, we have so far, ....INAUDIBLE BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISE...
WAYNE: Okay, ah, Larry, can you gimme ah, a minute
LYNCH: I ah, ya got it, I'll, I'll wait right here, come back to me now
WAYNE: Right
LYNCH: Okay...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: (MUFFLED SOUND) did you get through to...INAUDIBLE...
...INAUDIBLE BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...
LYNCH: Yeah, they do, but they're not acceptin'...INAUDIBLE...they're not accepting anything...INAUDIBLE...hold on, hold on, just a second...INAUDIBLE VOICE....
LYNCH: Wayne,...INAUDIBLE...ah, let's see, we're on the...INAUDIBLE...sounds tired, but that...INAUDIBLE...sounds
real tired, and ah, being away from the phone, it seems like
he picked up the phone here, just a minute ago, and, you know,
three big sighs, sounds tired, really does,

...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE... to tell you the truth, ...INAUDIBLE...
...medical and he's worried about.....INAUDIBLE...he's worried
about security, okay,...INAUDIBLE...answerin' the phone for a
minute....INAUDIBLE...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...no, no,
...INAUDIBLE...awright, he, he's ya know, ....INAUDIBLE...
I blew that one?...INAUDIBLE... BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
tellem' that we're makin' headway with him
UNIDENTIFIED MALE:....INAUDIBLE...got a fire ...INAUDIBLE...
at the jail and pick up a bunch of...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...I gotta confirm that on my...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE..I'd asked, ah, ah, ah,INAUDIBLE to do that
I...INAUDIBLE...because...INAUDIBLE...
JANIE: ...That...INAUDIBLE... BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE
AND INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE. now they did tell me that ah there was ah
there was one casualty and three...I think it was the last
thing, I had, lemme double check with them...INAUDIBLE...one dead
and...INAUDIBLE...at that time there was one dead and two
casualties, two wounded...
JANIE...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ....INAUDIBLE...one, eh...INAUDIBLE...lookin' at that
...INAUDIBLE...one dead, and two wounded

JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Hold on, just a second

JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: ...That was inside the compound?

JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Nah, nah, this was inside, he said that,

JANIE: Right,

LYNCH: Right,

JANIE: He did say that

LYNCH: Okay, right...INAUDIBLE...have to check that to determine that...INAUDIBLE...he, he...INAUDIBLE...sounds tired, he said...INAUDIBLE...he said...INAUDIBLE...injured or wounded...INAUDIBLE...they would maybe...INAUDIBLE...

...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What do you want us to do...INAUDIBLE...are we lookin' for...INAUDIBLE...place ...INAUDIBLE...only place you wannem' to go and we could...INAUDIBLE...somebody...

whoever he wants...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

Wayne,

UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICE: Hold on...

LYNCH: (MUFFLED) are we, ah are...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Uhh Uhh

LYNCH: I didn't know...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: ...INAUDIBLE...
...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES UNIDENTIFIALBE AND INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...anything that...INAUDIBLE...hospital...
...INAUDIBLE...but I mean,...INAUDIBLE...hospital,...INAUDIBLE... yeah, yeah
UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICES: Awright,
LYNCH: Nothing from out there 'cept...INAUDIBLE...
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Nah, nah, it's gotta be somethin' may have been
...INAUDIBLE...or somethin' we don't know,...INAUDIBLE...
Wayne,
WAYNE: I'm here
LYNCH: Ya back,
WAYNE: Yeah, I'm here,
LYNCH: Okay, now, is the line re-established? That's
WAYNE: Ya said you gotta ah, another link with us
LYNCH: Na, na, no, I ah, I was checkin' to make sure that
David was working with Jim of ATF
WAYNE: Are they talking?
LYNCH: Ah, ah, that's what I'm tryin' to find out, ya know that
WAYNE: find out too
LYNCH: Okay, the number that I gave you, you know, we're havin' problems, hold on just a minute, lemme check over there...Ahm...
is ah, is ah, Jim established a link back there with David?
Do you know...INAUDIBLE...BACKGROUND VOICES INAUDIBLE.... okay, ahm, the last word that we have over there, ah, Wayne, are you there?
WAYNE: I'm here.

LYNCH: Okay, the last...that David is going to call back at two o'clock and ah, ahm, convey any ah any of the information that they needed, okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LYNCH: Is, ah, is that what you've heard, or have you heard somethin' different?

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...

WAYNE: Okay, if, if, if I heard you correctly, you said you're gonna establish that link at two o'clock.

LYNCH: No, no, here's, this is what I jist been told, is that ah that ah, that David is goin' to recontact Jim with ATF at ah, two o'clock.

WAYNE: Awright.

LYNCH: Okay, ah, they're going to, you know, we're gonna see where this thing is goin', we've, we've, we've takin' care of, of, ah, our wounded people, and we want, an' ah, ah I still want to see if we can't do somethin' about yours, ya know, there's there's jist, ya know, this is really botherin' me that you got folks up there that need help and we can't, you know, we can't get to 'em, okay.

WAYNE: Okay.

LYNCH: This is, this is really botherin' me, Wayne, ahm.

WAYNE: Hold on.

LYNCH: Okay.

WAYNE: Hold on.
LYNCH: Ya know, we need to do somethin' about that, let's don't lettem lay there and be injured, and not receive some type of help

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: Larry, can you hold?
LYNCH: Yeah, I'm holdin' you, ah, I'll be right here until you, until you tell me different, okay
WAYNE: Okay
LYNCH: Okay, thanks, Wayne... (TO BACKGROUND)...Yeah, he's double checkin' now...standby just a minute, ...INAUDIBLE... (LYNCH IS TALKING TO SOMEONE IN THE BACKGROUND)...INAUDIBLE...that's the one we established...INAUDIBLE...David is...INAUDIBLE... Ya back yet?
LYNCH: Okay, I'm back on the line, sir...INAUDIBLE...David in that's...INAUDIBLE...talkin'...INAUDIBLE...I don't hear any doors closin'...INAUDIBLE...seems to be ah,...has to go check somehtin', and I don't know if...INAUDIBLE...not, not flexible...every once in a while...no, they will not give that up...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: Helloooo
LYNCH: Hello,
WAYNE: Ahh, there's aircraft around us (SOUNDS LIKE A DIFFERENT VOICE FOR WAYNE)
LYNCH: Okay, standby, lemme check, okay,
WAYNE: Okay
LYNCH: Everybody remain clam, standby
WAYNE: Do it...
LYNCH: Standby, hey, there's aircraft over their property, what's the deal? It's not a chopper, it's a aircraft, it's a fixed wing?
WAYNE: Hold on
LYNCH: Okay, hurry, check, tellem' no, hold their fire
WAYNE: Okay, it's pulling out
LYNCH: Okay, okay, it's more, it's, it's more new media, I'm sure...(TO THE BACKGROUND)...it's more news media,
Awright, so just, awright, remain calm, okay
WAYNE: Okay
LYNCH: Awright, stay with me now, stay hooked. Okay, they're tryin' they're workin' on it now, Wayne, okay?
WAYNE: We wancha to let the media through (SOUNDS LIKE THE PREVIOUS WAYNE)...
LYNCH: Ya want, ah, awright, like I toldja, I'm tryin' to find out, ya know, they, I don't know how many medias gathered out there, I know they're in choppers and flyin' around, but I don't know what's on the ground, will you hold while I check, okay,
WAYNE: Okay,
LYNCH: And then I'll get, eh, eh, eh, be fair now whatcha want, who you want, how ya wanna do it, okay,
WAYNE: Yeah,
LYNCH: Okay,
WAYNE: Okay,
LYNCH: Awright, standby...(TO THE BACKGROUND)...they want the media...INAUDIBLE...make....any of 'em...INAUDIBLE...
BACKGROUND UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Okay, I'll havem', I'll havem' call ya back...get the other phone
LYNCH...(TO THE BACKGROUND)...INAUDIBLE...lemme see how he wants to do this, okay,
Wayne, come back, Wayne,
WAYNE: I'm here
LYNCH: Okay, lemme ask you this, how do you wanna do this, what, eh, eh, ya know, eh, eh, tell me, talk to me, how do ya wanna, how you want this to work with the media?....are you there, Wayne?
WAYNE: I don't wannem to come in by chopper,
LYNCH: Awright, how do you wanna do it? Have you, do you want some time to think about it?
BACKGROUND UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: ...INAUDIBLE...wants me to meetya here...
WAYNE: Yes, please
LYNCH: Okay, go ahead, take your time, and then, one, once you once you've gotta game plan, now, lemme tellya, again, up front, let's, ya know, we've gotta make sure, wer, their safety and ah the safety of anybody that might bringem' in, okay, so, remember, that, and I don't have the final say so, so, we'll, we'll work somethin' out, okay,
WAYNE: Yeah,
LYNCH: Awright, so go ahead an' an' and then lemme know when
you made a decision, wha, how you wanna try to handle this, okay
WAYNE: Okay
LYNCH: Awright, thanks
WAYNE: I’m open to suggestions
LYNCH: ...(TO THE BACKGROUND)...have we...INAUDIBLE...they’re
tryin’ to figure out somethin’ I...INAUDIBLE...an, an’ I toldem’
it’s gonna have to be approved, we can’t jist, ya know, get them
in there...INAUDIBLE...do what now, didn’t hearya...INAUDIBLE...
BACKGROUND UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: I do not know
LYNCH: ...(STILL TO THE BACKGROUND)...okay, ah, ah, what we
wanna work...INAUDIBLE...
BACKGROUND UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: What did they say,
...INAUDIBLE...work...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...okay,...INAUDIBLE...let,...INAUDIBLE...
okay,...INAUDIBLE...lemme ah, lemme see what kinda game plan
he’s ...INAUDIBLE...nah, awright, we’ll...INAUDIBLE... no,
not yet, and I’m gonna bring that up in my next...INAUDIBLE...
withim’ okay, awright...(TO WAYNE): are you back yet? Hello,
Wayne,
WAYNE: Wayne here
LYNCH: Okay, whadja find out? ...BACKGROUND NOISES...did you,
did you
WAYNE: We’re gonna have to talk it over,
LYNCH: Okay, lemme ask you this, what’s it gonna take to ah, to
ah to end, ah, to get this thing settled out?
UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND FEMALE: Yes, sir
LYNCH: Hello, Wayne
WAYNE: I don’t know
LYNCH: Okay, are you, aren’tcha go talk to ‘em about the media? Okay, cause I’m gonna have to know whatch you’re gonna, ya know, ah, ah, whatch you want, and then it’s gonna have to be acceptable to all parties, ya know, like I’ve toleja,...Wayne,
WAYNE: Yeah,
LYNCH: Okay, so, awright, who you gonna have to talk with? You have to talk with Steve, you have to talk with ah, with, David,
WAYNE: Talk it over with the men that are takin’ the casualties here
LYNCH: Okay, awright, once again, has anybody changed their mind about any
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Hang on
LYNCH: ah,
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: minute
LYNCH: ah, any stuff comin’ in for the casualties, or, eh, once again, don’t let someone in there a kid, or woman, or man, lay there and suffer when there’s somethin’ we can do about it, you know, you and I can do somethin’ about it, we’ll work out security to your ah, ah, your satisfaction, okay, but don’t let someone lay there and suffer, okay, Wayne
WAYNE: It’s okay with me, can I
LYNCH: Awright, talk to ‘em, ya know, tell me whatcha need an’ tell me how you want it done, and we’ll try to put it
together, okay

...BACKGROUND VOICES....

WAYNE: What is it?
LYNCH: Heh?
WAYNE: Chopper coming back
LYNCH: Awright, hold on, lemme check, ..(TO BACKGROUND)...
another chopper comin' what is it?
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: I dunno
LYNCH: It's not the...INAUDIBLE... Medivac, is it
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Yah...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Standby,...BACKGROUND VOICES....standby, stay with me,
Wayne, okay,
WAYNE: I'm here
LYNCH: Huh?
WAYNE: I'm here!
LYNCH: Okay, awright, nothin's comin' in, it's gonna be news
media again, okay
WAYNE: Okay,
LYNCH: So, jist, jist stay with me...BACKGROUND VOICES
INAUDIBLE...Sterlin'...INAUDIBLE...here's Dino, he just
rolle in, okay, I don't know where he's been, I think he's
out to lunch, okay,...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE
AND INAUDIBLE...UNIDENTIFIED MALE VOICE: Yeah, yeah,
Media, media wanna talk to him if he gives up...INAUDIBLE...
NOISES AND VOICES....30 SECONDS
LYNCH: Ya there, p, back, Wayne,
WAYNE: I'm here
LYNCH: Okay, to, ah, any, any kinda decisions reached?

...BACKGROUND VOICES INAUDIBLE...

WAYNE: No decision
LYNCH: Okay, so, whatta bout ah, whatta about the, the folks that are injured? I mean, ya know, I keep, I keep comin' back to that, Wayne, cause, I keep, I'm concerned about that, ya, ya, I just hate to see someone there ya know, that's jist, that could be helped, it's botherin' me....BACKGROUND VOICES INAUDIBLE...
Wayne,

WAYNE: Right here
LYNCH: Okay, whataja think, is there, is eh, ya know,...let's your, do your folks that are hurt....I mean, if we can helpem' let's tryta helpem', okay

WAYNE: Reports I'm getting are all bad, it's not right
LYNCH: Okay, wa

WAYNE: Anybody can do anything
LYNCH: Oh, no, look how much we've done, Wayne, hey, ah, ah ya know, ya tole me earlier, you had one confirmed as probably ah, ah, that's dead, and then, three that are, are injured, is is, is ah that number grown? Ya, know, we can do something, I mean, we ah, so far, we've ah, we've stopped ah, ah, all of the firing, we've, we've settled folks down, ahm, but, if, we could just getta, hello, hello
WAYNE: I'm here,
LYNCH: Okay,...okay, ya know, just ah, eh, eh, that I'm ah,
I'm ah, that's a great concern a mine, I, ah, I'd like to do somethin' ya know, ah, ah, ya know if, ah, who has to make that decision

WAYNE: Lemme talk it over,

LYNCH: Please talk it over, let's don't let someone lay there that needs help, okay,

WAYNE: Okay

LYNCH: An' an, that, that's just kinda compound this mess we're in now, okay

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...I'm out for a minute

LYNCH: Okay, I'm, I'll wait right here...(TO THE BACKGROUND): they're gonna talk it over...okay, great....INAUDIBLE...good, thought we lost'em ...

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Ya don't mean

LYNCH: One dead, three injured...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...

...10 SECONDS...Lemme know when you're back, Wayne, okay

...BACKGROUND VOICES.....he's on that with them, they're tryin' and we've got another line...INAUDIBLE...established between ATF and...INAUDIBLE...line, but it won't ...INAUDIBLE... but they're better off on the one...INAUDIBLE...phone...INAUDIBLE... they losin' that...INAUDIBLE...havin' to callem back...

...UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE BACKGROUND VOICES...

Ya back yet, Wayne, are you back yet, Wayne

WAYNE: Hello,

LYNCH: Yeah, Wayne, ya back,

WAYNE: I'm back
LYNCH: Okay, whatja find out

WAYNE: I've got no ah, no, no report to make on, on the casualty

LYNCH: Okay, ya, awright,

WAYNE: I've got no report to make

LYNCH: Alright, ya don't, awright, but you know, Iahhh, I know ahaaamm, ya know, eh, eh, I ah, I wish

WAYNE: I, I, I'm not in contact with the injured wounded and I just have to send

LYNCH: Awright, do ya

WAYNE: No report

LYNCH: All right, lemme ask ya this, do ya have some, some some medical supplies there that are helping somewhat

WAYNE: I don't know what's

LYNCH: Okay
WAYNE: what's going on
LYNCH: Ya don't know, okay, okay. Is, is, ya know, wh, wh, will someone in ahhh, whhh, are they not givin' you the information or are ya jist don't wanna share it, be up front with me, ya know, we've been doin' this now for a few hours, so lemme know what's what the poop is, okay, ihhh is that, is that it, you'r not wantin to share or, or ya dunno
WAYNE: (SIGHS) Ohhh, well, I,
LYNCH: I mean, jist lemme know, for my, ya know, I'm worried, ya, ya know,I ah,
WAYNE: If I get something, I'll, I'll, I'll share it with you, but I don't have anything at all and, I'm in a fixed position myself because, ahh(...PAUSES...)...BACKGROUND VOICES...
LYNCH: Okay, okay, awright, enough said about that, lemme ask ya this, is David still talkin' to some people that may wanna leave.
WAYNE: I ah, as I understand it, I just got a report he's in contact with someone on the telephone.
LYNCH: Okay, but what about any of your folks that might wanna leave, Wayne
WAYNE: Excuse me,
LYNCH: Has David been in contact with any of your people that might want to leave
WAYNE: I don't know
LYNCH: Ya don't know that, okay, okay, okay, ah, because I think it, I think we had heard from the other link that we had that
there's a possibility that he may be doin' that.

WAYNE: Well, ya have to realize, that this place is in shock

LYNCH: Okay, I understand

WAYNE: I can't use ah, ...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Okay,

WAYNE: And ah, people are just aa afraid that ah these agents are gonna come back and do the same thing that they did this morning, ahhmm,

LYNCH: Awright, lemme ask ya this, can you convince David to have everyone come out together, do you think that's a possibility?

WAYNE: Anything's possible

LYNCH: Okay

WAYNE: Aham

LYNCH: That's good, can, have you, have you talked to David about this, or have you talked to Steve about this

WAYNE: I certainly will try

LYNCH: Okay, ya know, ya know, wh, wh, wh, we're in pretty good shape right now, try, make this pitch to Steve and David, ya need to talk to both of 'em,...is that how that works?

WAYNE: Well, I, I, I can, ya know, I can, I can give a message and get a message to them, ahh, I can't promise you you're gonna get a reply, ah

LYNCH: Awright, where

WAYNE: what they decide
LYNCH: Are they not there with you? I, ah I'm sorry, are they not

WAYNE: Hold on a second

LYNCH: Okay...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE....(LYNCH TALKING TO BACKGROUND): I think David is gonna talk to some other...

...inaudible...Steve...in and out of there...

...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE....three, five two, five two, did you ...inaudible...(LYNCH)? Yeah, cause we wanna communicate okay, awright

WAYNE: Okay,

LYNCH: Yes, sir,

WAYNE: Ahmm, it's Wayne again,

LYNCH: Okay, Wayne, go ahead

WAYNE: What I'm tryin' to explain to you is, is that, ah, ah, eh, we're looking over our options at this point

LYNCH: Okay

WAYNE: We're

LYNCH: What are your options, what'er, what'er ya lookin' at as options, okay

WAYNE: We want God to come and help us

LYNCH: Okay, I understand that, but, what, ya know, I know, wantin' God to come and help ya, but what are your other options, what'er lookin' at right now, what

WAYNE: (SIGHS)

LYNCH: I'm, I'm sure
WAYNE: Want to talk with BATF find out why they did what they
did and the manner that
LYNCH: Awright, Da you, now, David should be talkin’
WAYNE: Why that was necessary
LYNCH: Okay, David should be talking with ATF now, or has
in the past, I talked with David an then I think he’s established
a link with ahm, hello
WAYNE: Yeah, I’m here
LYNCH: I’m sorry, I keep hearin’ all that (sighs?) ah, I, I, ah,
and I think David has established a link with ahm, with the ATF
agent, okay, now as far as what they’ve talked about that’s where
I’m gonna have to rely on you to kinda find out and keep me
ap, apprised, if you an...INAUDIBLE...keep their conversation
open and we’ll be up front with one another, we’re gonna make
some headway, okay
WAYNE: Yeah, I, I, I just wanna know why they serve their search
warrants in that kind of manner
LYNCH: Okay, that, that that
WAYNE: Why didn’t they come in the front....we, we we talk to
everyone that’s overcome through that front gate in a civil
manner, and, and, told us their business, etcetera
LYNCH: Awright, now, like I say, I’m, ya know, I toldja up front
when this thing started a few hours ago, that I’m not there, I’m
in the communications central, when you called, he and I, he and
I started talkin’ about this
WAYNE: Well, I've got no problem with you, Larry, I, I, I, I ah I appreciate your help

LYNCH: Okay, well, an, an, and I, I appreciate wh, whatch' yer doin to help me, but wh, what I, what we need to, ya know, we need to know is, is it's where we're moving with this, which way are we headed, we need to

WAYNE: Yeah, but we're worried about certain things, we know

LYNCH: What'er ya worried aobut

WAYNE: A, ah, that Randy Weaver, ah incident up in, ah, Idaho

LYNCH: Okay, awright, the Randy Weaver incident in Idaho, I mean, that, ehehhehe whhhh, what'er worried about there, okay,

WAYNE: Okay, ah, well, well, we know that ah, in, in that ah incident that they suddenly got the idea of dropping, ah, ah, ah, container full of gasoline on the camp and ah

LYNCH: Okay, that, that's lemme tellya right now, that's not gonna happen, okay, an, an I'm tellin' ya their not gonna drop anthing from the air on you or your location, okay, that's that's, that's not gonna happen, we're not gonna do it that way, what we want, is to bring this thing to ah, ah, a peaceful conclusion we need to know, what it's gonna take, okay, we wanna bring this thing, we wanna know if you can talk to David and see if you can convice David to everybody come out together.

WAYNE: Well, it's, it's no, t it's not that ah, ahm, I'm not sayin' to I'm, I'm, to talk to David, ah, David and I ah, are on the best of terms and
LYNCH: Okay, I, I, that's, that's kinda how I see it
WAYNE: but, ah, ah, I respect ah, ah, David Koresh and his position, I mean this is...INAUDIBLE...I'm an invited guest here
LYNCH: I know, ya know, eh, I, I think you and I ah, ah, visted on the elevator the other day at the, ah, at the court house the other day, didn't we, wannt that you, comin' you were comin' over to the...INAUDIBLE...office or somethin'
WAYNE: Lynch, could you check a chopper for us, there's a chopper to us, we don't
LYNCH: Awright, standby, standby, just er, er, tell everybody to remain calm....
UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICE: We're checkin'
LYNCH TO THE BACKGROUND:... check and see if there's a chopper on...INAUDIBLE...news media. TO WAYNE: Standby, we're checkin' okay
WAYNE: Okay
LYNCH: We're checkin' I'm sure it's another new media we're tryin', ah, Wayne, to, to get this, get these people outta there, okay, it's it's not ours, it's new media, okay
UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICE: Radio
LYNCH: Awright, an, an, an I know that your're, you're concerned about, about that, that, about that, about anything being air dropped, okay, that, that, that's not gonna happen, okay
WAYNE: Awright, and an
LYNCH: We're not gonna drop anything out of a chopper, okay but, ya know, back to what I was sayin', wasn't that you that I met in the elevator the other day
WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay, ah, why don't we, hhrmm, ah, I mean, why don't you try to talk with David, and see if you can't get David for everyone to come out, okay

...........BACKGROUND VOICES.............
WAYNE: Wellll, what I was saying to you before is that, ah, I'm his guest, I wouldn't, I wouldn't be his guest
LYNCH: Okay,
WAYNE: wouldn't think very highly of a person
LYNCH: Okay, okay, ahm
WAYNE: I've never seen him harm anybody
LYNCH: Okay, errrrh
WAYNE:....INAUDIBLE...back
LYNCH: Hold on just a second, hold on one second.

...MUFFLED VOICES IN THE BACKGROUND...INAUDIBLE..
Wayne, Wayne, is anyone talkin' to the news media right now? We're getting some, some stuff, is ah, is ah someone in contact with the news media?
WAYNE: Yeah, we've, we've been in contact
LYNCH: Okay, awright, Wayne, let us help you with, ah, with, ya know, don't lettem do anything silly, okay, let us, if ya need medicine or need to evacuate 'em, we'll work with you, okay, what have you, what have they told the news media, you tell me,
because I don't like what I'm hearing, okay
WAYNE: I haven't heard anything
LYNCH: Okay, we're getting some reports from the news media
thatcha yer all are ah, that there's fixin' to be something
happening out there because of your wounded people, okay, is
that what's fixin' to happen
WAYNE: No, sir,
LYNCH: Who's talking to the new media? Someone, ya know, try to
get hold of 'em, okay, because, they're, they're putting out
some, some wild stuff, okay
WAYNE: Well, it, it's not us,
LYNCH: Well, they, the, the, news media says it comin' from
inside your, your, your houses there
WAYNE: Well, I'm, I'm saying it's, it's not wild, wild stuff
coming through
LYNCH: Okay, so, ah, alright, now, they're saying they want the
wounded out, now, see, that's, that's you and I just talked and
that's not what, that's not what we had talked about. Do you
want your wounded out?
WAYNE: I'll have to check
LYNCH: Check right now, because we're getting some stuff, please
check now and let me know, so if that's whatch you want, we'll
start makin' that ah, makin' that ah arrangement, okay
WAYNE: Okay, I'll check
LYNCH: Check, hurry...(MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES)...LYNCH TO
THE BACKGROUND: He's checkin' now, there is no doubt...INAUDIBLE
...he's checkin' now, yeah, he won't tell me...INAUDIBLE...okay, 
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...okay, okay, tell ah, ...INAUDIBLE...
show him that note, okay, that, that, that, that could be
UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: Okay
LYNCH: Did Maria...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: ...INAUDIBLE...on the same line...
...INAUDIBLE...Maria is
LYNCH: Awright, if she could, and I just lay it, and then move
it over...INAUDIBLE...comin' to you...
...UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Wayne, are you back? ...INAUDIBLE BACKGROUND VOICES...
(Whispering to someone): yeah, that's what she told me
....BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...LYNCH TO BACKGROUND: Can
we get, we get some kina headset to use...INAUDIBLE...work into
this room ...INAUDIBLE BACKGROUND VOICES...something to the media
...MUFFLED BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...we need to be able to
to have a couple people on,
LYNCH: Hello, Wayne
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Hear this..INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Wayne,
...BACKGROUND VOICES...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yeah, you may need to be over there then, but
not right now
LYNCH: Wayne
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Wayne is

...BACKGROUND NOISES, SOUNDS LIKE BANG, BANG, BANG

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Oh, my God

LYNCH: Oh dear, God....Hello, Wayne

WAYNE: Hello

LYNCH: Yeah, Wayne, you're back

WAYNE: Ah, yeah,

LYNCH: Okay! (sounds relieved)

WAYNE: I just sent someone for a report

LYNCH: Okay, ahm, do, is, is Fred talkin' to the news media

WAYNE: No, ah, Steve's talkin

LYNCH: Steve's talkin' to the news media, okay, okay, we need ta but, ya know,

WAYNE: If you wanna talk to Steve, you know,

LYNCH: Ah, eh, that's fine, eh, eh, what we're getting, Wayne is, that we, that their wanting to get casualties out, now if that's correct, let us help you do that

WAYNE: Certainly

LYNCH: Okay

WAYNE: Certainly,

LYNCH: Okay, is ahm, is Ste, is Steve willin' to talk to me

WAYNE: Yeah, I'm gonna put 'em on,

LYNCH: Okay, puttem on, and lemme, lemme, but ah, stay close to the phone now, stay with me, Wayne, an' you know, we gotta get through this, okay

WAYNE: Ah, so it's, it's gonna take ah, ah minute or two
LYNCH: Okay, but, but, be, be sure and stay with me on this, okay I need your help

UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICE: in the room right now, but ah

WAYNE: I'm gonna put you on hold

LYNCH: Okey doke, okay, okay,

....BACKGROUND VOICES..INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Hello,....hello,

WAYNE: I'm still here

LYNCH: Okay, did, didja, were you able to locate Steve

WAYNE: Yeah, it's, it's gonna take a minute for him to finish his call,

LYNCH: He's still, is he still with the news media

WAYNE: Yeah

LYNCH: Okay, okay, awright, ya know, ah, errr, if, errr, if ah, let them know whatcha gonna do, but let us work withja to get it done, okay

WAYNE: Yeah, I, I, I just gotta report

LYNCH: Okay, gotta report

WAYNE: Eh, eh, and it was that ah, wounded don't wanna leave, so

LYNCH: Wounded still do not wanna leave

WAYNE: Right, and I, I do not know, whether

LYNCH: Want anything shipped in? Ya know, that, that's still an option we have, we can, we can move some ah, some medical stuff in there at this time, ya know, we'll do it, we'll do it your way, okay
WAYNE: Right...well, ah...we’ll just ah, holding on to our communications links, now

LYNCH: Sure, that’s, that’s what we gotta do, I mean, so far, we, ahm, we’re doin’ okay

WAYNE: And at two o’clock I’ll be interested as much as you as to what’s going to be said, but ah

LYNCH: Okay, now, that’s when ah, ah, at two o’clock, that’s when David is gonna talk with ahm

WAYNE: BATF

LYNCH: BATF, okay, okay, so, awright, now, we got about ten minutes, accordin’ to mine, we got ten minutes

WAYNE: That’s right,

LYNCH: Okay, so, has David given any indication

WAYNE: Ah, no, sir, I’m not in,

LYNCH: OKAY

WAYNE: I’m not in

LYNCH: Okay

WAYNE: Within communication with him

LYNCH: Okay, so he’s not, he’s not around there, anywere, right?

WAYNE: No, sir

LYNCH: Okay, okay, awrrright, ahmm, we, ahm, we would like to bring somethin’ in, once again, I keep harpin on this, because I, I really feel that we need to do somethin’ for those that are injured, I mean, ya know, we, we’re just leavin’ em there, we’re leavin’ em ya know, I, I, I don’t know, do ya all have some type of ah, medical stuff to take care of ‘em
WAYNE: Ahh, yes, I, I believe we do
LYNCH: Okay
WAYNE: I, I, and I think we some medical people
LYNCH: Okay,
WAYNE: in the building
LYNCH: Okay
WAYNE: But, ah, as far as I know, none of wounded have
expressed any desire to leave
LYNCH: But, but, but that's, that's you haven't talked to them,
that's just what the words comin' back
WAYNE: That's what the
LYNCH: Okay, okay
WAYNE: back to me
LYNCH: Alright, that's that's that's what I know, you, you have
not talked to the wounded, and ah, but someone's tellin' you the
wounded did not to be evacuated at this time
WAYNE: Exactly
LYNCH: Okay, now like I toldja, what we heard from the news
media, is that, that they want, the folks evacuated, so I'm just
tryin', ya know to, I, I, I, don't want anymore, heh, I don't
want any
WAYNE: I'd certainly like to know that media source so that I
can, eh givem a call and ah
LYNCH: (LAUGHS) Hehehehe
WAYNE: and find out what's going on
LYNCH: Well, that's ah, that's
WAYNE: They're not helping matters
LYNCH: No, its, ah, its not
WAYNE: Things are
LYNCH: And, and, and, and ya know, we've already, ehhh, ya know, ehhh, we, we, we got to keep this, you and I are gonna have to make some decisions, you know it's gonna come down to that
WAYNE: Yes, sir
LYNCH: And it's gonna have to be you and I probably, and we, and we don't want ta, the media, and I know some a your people feel like they need to talk to 'em, that's fine, talk to 'em, but don't tellem stuff, that's, you know, don't have any basis or you don't intend to do because all they're doing is embellishing on that, okay
WAYNE: Yes, sir
LYNCH: Okay, so, eh, that way, you and I, you and I've got (emphasized) to get through this, an, an, an, ya know, so we want to be sure that everything, ya know, we, so far, we've notta lied to one another, we're ah, ah, we're, we're, we're even on that, okay,
WAYNE: That's right
LYNCH: An I wanna keep it that-a-way. You, ah, you helped me calm the situation down and I can't tellja how much I appreciate that, ya know, iiiit could've, it could've been ah, ah mess, it really could, a lot worse, ya know.
WAYNE: Well I'm always,
LYNCH: Well you're a lawyer, you know, you know how to, ya know, you're trying in this stuff, you know what, what the deal is,
WAYNE: Well, yes I do,
LYNCH: Yeah, an, an, ah, we've, we've jist, we've gotta work through this an, an, ah, I'm very interested ta know that if, if if, ah, if what they're tellin' the media and that's why I really would like to ah, to take a minute and visit with Steve, but I sure wanna keep, keep on with you, because I think that,
WAYNE: There's more than one, Larry, it's, it's, it's not, we've been given information
LYNCH: Yeah, from the news media
WAYNE: Na, na, no
LYNCH: Okay,
WAYNE: We've been given information about the bible, that people do not know
LYNCH: Awright
WAYNE: And, before
LYNCH: And it's, in
WAYNE: we don't wanna all die here
LYNCH: No,
WAYNE: and go and find out
LYNCH: Let, let,
WAYNE: what we know
LYNCH: That's right, and ya know, you're not gon, that's not gonna help with your situation, or, or, to further your cause, by, by, hav, takin' a lotta casualties, out there, that's really not, ya know, that's not it at all
WAYNE: I'm as much concerned for those men who came on the property, I know they were following orders, I'm sure somebody gave them some horrible orders,
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE VOICE: You got quite a little leeway
WAYNE: I don't, I don't agree with that person, whoever that is that made those decisions, ahh, I don't agree with them
LYNCH: Okay,
WAYNE: But, but, I'm saying, I've got no fight with the, the people that came on this property, ahh, they're probably good people, ahh, what I'm saying is, they jist, ah, don't understand that ah, that we all are gonna face a judgement,
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE IN BACKGROUND: ...INAUDIBLE...15 50
LYNCH: Aw, aw, awright
WAYNE: I'm not talking about courts,
LYNCH: I know, I know, you're, you're talkin about from a higher authority, and I understand that, but,
WAYNE: As long as I go you new understanding and new truths about the bible, about the word
LYNCH: I understand
WAYNE: And, and, we were privileged all to get that, we didn't deserve it, but we,
LYNCH: Butcha got it
WAYNE: get that, and, and now we know that, that God has enemies and those enemies are fighting us. And, and, and so, we've got that

LYNCH: Okay, hold on one second, hold on second

WAYNE: Yes, sir

LYNCH: ...MUFFLED BACKGROUND...INAUDIBLE...either he or getting information...INAUDIBLE...where we're at, Wayne,

WAYNE: Yes, sir

LYNCH: Okay, Steve, where, where's Steve, I need to talk to him, he's, he's putting out information to the media that ah, that we're, ya know

WAYNE: Let me get him, ah,

LYNCH: Please do, first, ask

WAYNE: ...INAUDIBLE...off the phone, an

LYNCH: Okay, please do, lemme talk to him for a minute,

WAYNE: Hold on

LYNCH: But stay hooked with me now, oaky

WAYNE: Yeah

LYNCH: Okay, okay

BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE: Chief,

WAYNE: That was not a gunshot

LYNCH: Okay, good, that kina worried me

...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...

maybe five, they can't hear me, but...INAUDIBLE...

... Okay, I'm on, I'm on eighty-five with...
LYNCH: Okay

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What have ya got here Peter

LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...gettin a lotta static...INAUDIBLE...

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Wayne, Steve,

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Hello,

LYNCH: Steve

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: Steve, are you, are you back?

....A LOT OF NOISE AND STATIC...INAUDIBLE...

Hello...Wayne, Wayne...hello

WAYNE: Yes ah, Wayne here

LYNCH: Okay, Wayne

WAYNE: Ah, Steve's not around but I'm ah, I'm definitely going to ah, have him talk to you

LYNCH: Okay, because, th, ya know, we needta, we needta talk an' it's almost two o'clock, ana, we're getting all kindsa deals at two o'clock, this is gonna happen, this is not gonna happen, ahm, ya know, help me, I mean, we need to, wwww we need to know what's happening,

WAYNE: You know, I'm embarrassed to say this, ah, I also need to ah, ah, go to the restroom for a second

LYNCH: Aaahh, awright, if I, if can I take the same break that you do, then

WAYNE: Certainly

LYNCH: Okay, so I'm gonna put the phone down,
WAYNE: Yes, sir

LYNCH: Hold on just a second, I’ll have ah, another man here withya, ahm, Byron(?) Byron, so if he, if, ya know, if ya come back and he’s on there, I’ll be right back, okay?

WAYNE: All right

LYNCH: Awright, so let’s take ah, take ah minute here, and a pause, okay

WAYNE: Certainly

LYNCH: Awright, thanks

WAYNE: Okay

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES...UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...

I think they got...car phone.....there is this car behind

....INAUDIBLE....

LYNCH: Wayne, are you still there,(TO THE BACKGROUND): You can hear me over that?

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Yeah

LYNCH: (TO THE BACKGROUND): Wayne must fire...INAUDIBLE...what’s up. He’s at the restroom, so I’m.

JANIE: Oh

LYNCH: Once I push this, he can’t hear a thing

JANIE: Okay,

...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND MOSTLY INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Yes, but he’s on there right now

I can find whatcha...INAUDIBLE...
BYRON: Wayne, are you back yet?

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...

JANIE: They need to tell...INAUDIBLE...dingin' isn't

BYRON: That's...INAUDIBLE...

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: May I have the number to that

BYRON(?): Are you gonna intend to contact the command post

and...INAUDIBLE...

LYNCH: I have...INAUDIBLE... every tenth hour to ah, 45 minutes

...INAUDIBLE...

JANIE: Here come across on this phone

LYNCH: Awright

JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...come across on this phone

LYNCH: I shouldn't be at this...INAUDIBLE...

JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...talk again, say somethin'

LYNCH: Okay, can ya hear me talkin' now

JANIE: Yeah, I can, through here....INAUDIBLE...

...BACKGROUND NOISES AND VOICES INAUDIBLE AND UNIDENTIFIABLE

LYNCH: Wayne, are you back there, buddy

...BACKGROUND VOICES AND NOISES...INAUDIBLE....(10 SECONDS)

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: When Larry comes back, face him this way, so he can see the situation...INAUDIBLE...works, see you and

...INAUDIBLE...it....

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Here he comes

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: If you don't mind, why don't you sit facin' this way, if you wanna see the situation boards, you and I can connect eye to eye...INAUDIBLE... cut them off
LYNCH: Cavanaugh is
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Okay
LYNCH: Ya back yet, Wayne?
BACKGROUND UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Ya know his last name
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Koresh, David...INAUDIBLE...
BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE....is that...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: That's, that's the same,...INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: But...INAUDIBLE...Koresh
LYNCH: Okay,
UNIDENTIFIED BACKGROUND VOICE...his mother has
contacted....INAUDIBLE....said she's gonna be at the
...INAUDIBLE...but got, got, ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: You know what their re, relationship is, because
...INAUDIBLE...
BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE: this guy has....remember
any of that number....
LYNCH: This guy in the past has threatened...INAUDIBLE...
so we need ta, we need ta make sure we're very cautious...
INAUDIBLE...on him
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: You got all the casualty information?
LYNCH: Yes...I've heard that some pieces of it. You're
talkin' to Wayne, that's the attorney, right
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Right
LYNCH: David and who else, who is he tryin' to put you on
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Steve
LYNCH: Steve, is, only just another one of these, and when...
...INAUDIBLE...is they really love to tell ya the common law...
...INAUDIBLE...and...INAUDIBLE...day to day, that there...
INAUDIBLE...the media, the media has that blue...INAUDIBLE...
and media coverage for ...INAUDIBLE...radical...I', tired
of them after...INAUDIBLE...okay,...INAUDIBLE...we really
need ta continue to work with Wayne
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: That's a good idea
LYNCH: ...INAUDIBLE...right there,...INAUDIBLE...you can tell
...INAUDIBLE...keep that until you got...INAUDIBLE...every now
and then, mention my name so that if somethin' comes, we
...INAUDIBLE...where everybody ...INAUDIBLE...we can, stretch
out
BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Who, who's gonna be back...yes, sir..., but you can't
hear me unless I push this...are you gonna start handlin'...
JANIE: Yeah, yeah, yeah, ...INAUDIBLE...could...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Yeah, okay...INAUDIBLE...FBI, Austin in charge of
Austin or Lincoln...INAUDIBLE...see who's gonna help us get
the situation boards up and keep 'em current, so we can
feed them...INAUDIBLE...
JANIE: Right, right...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE... take the wounded away...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Right now...INAUDIBLE...take number one, I’ll take number two, keep feedin’ him information eyeball to eyeball If you can maintain that, then as the time goes, we just kinda cycle through, you become number two, I’ll take number one, you can help with the boards or whatever, we’ll just...INAUDIBLE Buddy’ll be up this week
JANIE: ... INAUDIBLE...about women, I love to hear about women ...INAUDIBLE
LYNCH: That’s, that’s ...INAUDIBLE
JANIE: That’s...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: ...second place, and they...INAUDIBLE
JANIE: That’s right,
LYNCH: They really are...INAUDIBLE...that’s a good...INAUDIBLE..
JANIE: ...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: They answerin’ the phone yet?
...BACKGROUND VOICES UNIDENTIFIABLE AND INAUDIBLE...
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Been tryin’ to call...INAUDIBLE...but there’s no answer at the...INAUDIBLE...
LYNCH: Okay, ahm, Wayne, Wayne,
WAYNE: Right here
LYNCH: Okay, Wayne, we’re tryin’ to make contact with ah, with ah, David, an we’re not getting an answer, an’ it’s ah, we’re almost at two o’clock, ah, what, what, what, what’s the situation there?
WAYNE: Lemme check that link
LYNCH: Okay, check
WAYNE: Okay
LYNCH: That's kind of a vital link, it's, it's, it's, we need ta know
JANIE: Any...INAUDIBLE...
WAYNE: Right
LYNCH: Okay
WAYNE: I've got my ah, in my best technician on it
LYNCH: Okay, great, great, great

.......END.......OF.......TAPE.......BLANK FOR 6 SECONDS....